	
  
Some of our many satisfied customers:

Christine was THE BEST! This is our third home we have purchased and I cannot say
enough good things about working with her; she exceeded our expectations by far.
Monique & Michael - 2017

Working with Christine was such an honor. She was so personable and professional the
entire time! Anytime I had a question she answered promptly and if she didn't know, she
would go to somebody who did. She knew the market for the home we were selling and
the home we bought. She made sure that we would not over pay for property and was
able to negotiate thoroughly and effective. Anytime a problem arose she handled it with
professionalism and detail. I would recommend Christine and Exemplary Real Estate to
anyone looking to buy or sell a home.
Mrs. Kasallis

Just a quick note to say how happy we were to have had Christine Downing-Hughes as
our realtor. She was extremely professional yet very personable. She did a great job
letting us know what we needed to do to get our house ready to put on the market and
every person who walked through our home said it showed really well. She always
responded to any and all questions quickly and made sure we had the answers we
needed to proceed on any given situation. We appreciated her honest advice when
negotiations got a little complicated and her tireless work to help us complete our sale.
We would most definitely refer Christine (and her staff) to anyone looking to buy or sell
their home.
Michelle E. (2016)

	
  

Hi Christine,
I know I have said this before but I was thinking about it again today and I wanted to
thank you again for helping us sell our house. I know it was a pretty easy sale, but you
gave us a lot of help going into it and that made all the difference. You are the Best!! I
hope you and the family are well. Have a great day!!
-Glen Hannibal - seller

My experience with your team was excellent. The service exceeded my expectations.
Professionalism is extremely high.
Scott Tritch – May 2016

The Exemplary Real Estate Team really knows their business!
We could not have asked for any more from you. We have not been in the real estate
market for over 25 years and was apprehensive about the whole process. Your team
executed with confidence in a very professional manner making this a good experience
for us. Each step was explained and our questions answered to ensure we understood.
You made things happen quickly and captured the opportunity we needed. You covered
even the smallest details with high priority.
It was very clear from step 1, that your group was extremely organized and knew exactly
what was expected in each task. You were working the many future tasks behind the
scenes, well ahead of schedule. Your coordination is very obvious as events unfolded by
your design.
Christine immediately had our confidence. Her knowledge of the market and process
was very obvious. She was very genuine in all communication as she guided us from
listing through closing. As the offers arrived, Christine was quick to make contact with us
and explain each detail and options for our decisions to accept a contract. Christine
performed with professionalism and has a wonderful personality that kept us comfortable
and excited in the short journey.
While every sale is unique to it's own circumstances, we are very confident that our sale
and experience was achieved because of Exemplary Real Estate's outstanding
knowledge and performance. We expect other real estate offices only set goals to
achieve what you consider routine execution.

We are very impressed and extremely satisfied with your service and dedication to
achieving our goals. Job well done!
Thank You.
Roger Smith
Marianne Smith

Christine assisted us in the purchase our home. She has a positive attitude, was focused
on us and our needs and requests and was prompt & flexible. She knows the entire
McKinney area and surrounding areas VERY well & knew the inventory. She gave
sound advice and was very easy to talk to and get along with. Christine really handled all
requests and questions, not only in a timely manner but usually immediately, which
made the whole process much easier for us...not having to wait on answers. She is very
personable and friendly yet professional. She supplied information regarding vendors we
would need to complete our move in. We 0feel she is trustworthy.
I feel like I must be leaving out a lot of positive information because she did so much for
us. I feel like she went above and beyond in many ways. We had a difficult closing from
the seller's side and she made sure to be there when we signed even though the
location and time were outside of business location and hours. We would definitely
recommend her to other potential clients.
Loriaynn Underwood
May 2017

